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ASUPS fall
election
results
Senator-At-Large:
*Portland Reed
325
224
*ADon
Bobbi Layton (WI)
119
Greek Senator:
*Ray Mineau
128
Hank Warren
116
Dave Richert(WI)
75
University Housing Senator:
*Cey Moores
43
Residence Hall Senator:
*Cistina Herzog
98
Off Campus Senator:
16
*Eden Maloney
Invalidated Ballots

19

Total votes: 597
* Denotes the winner of that position.
UBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
The 1991 Fall ASUPS election results
were somewhat expected because of the
lack of contested positions, but the surprising amount of write-in votes did crcate significant opposition to some official
candidates.
Of the 597 total ballots, 202 of them
were written in. Although six of the candidates which were written in only received one or two votes, Dave Richert,
who ran for Greek Senator, and Bobbi
Layton, who ran for Senator-At-Large,
gained 75 and 119 votes respectively.
ASUPS elections committee chairman
Roger Woods was impressed with the
number of wnte in candidates We ye
had such a tough time getting candidates
that it's good to have people getting invtilved with advertisement and publicity."
In the race for Greek Senator, the only
contested position, Ray Mineau defeated
the incumbent Hank Warren by a slim
margin of 128 to 116. "It was good to see
that happen Woods explained about the
tight race. "I've seen a lot of apathy on
this campus and its good to see a little
participation for a change And it made
our job a little bit more exciting
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Presidential search committee members (from left) Mike Veseth, Anne Wood, Lowry Wyatt and Denee Perry, listen to student concerns.

Presidential search committee emerges
Forum held to discuss
issues with students
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
On Monday, twenty students met with
halfofthe presidential search committee to
discuss the student body's concerns and
desires in the choice of president who will
succeed Phil Phibbs. After an hour and a
half of concerns, the committee seemed
pleased with the opinions expressed. However, as Lowry Wyatt, the chairman of the
committee closed, there is no set test for the
selection of the perfect president. "Unfortunately, Jesus Christ is not available," he
said.
Part of the election process is already
complete. The committee, for one, has been
chosen. Now, the committee will begin
advertising the opening as well as distributing letters to 400-600 college presidents to
gain recommendations for the job. In early
December, the committee hopes that they
will be receiving the maximum amount of
resumés for the job. From there, the next
couple months will be spent narrowing the
field down to a manageable amount. Three
or five recommendations should be given
to the Board of Trustees in March.
There has been some question about where
the power will be in the committee. There
are only two students on the committee and
there has been concern about whether they
will be more than figureheads in the process.
As one of the three faculty representatives, Jim Clifford explained that the faculty also felt that their influence was limited: "When the faculty sat down at our

meeting and saw a scientist (Clifford, physics professor), a scientist (Anne Wood,
Chemistry professor) and a quasi-scientist
(Mike Veseth, political economy) were representing them, they said, 'Don't forget the
Humanities."
According to Pete Whittall, however, who
has been brought in as a consultant in the
search, there is a "tremendous amount of
diversity" on the committee, but the committee as a whole admits that there is very
little factionalization.
"We will not go into the trustees with a
minority vote," assured chairman Lowery
Wyatt. "We all represent the university.
The committee as a whole will develop the
criteria."
The candidates that will be chosen will
not be known until they are well into the
process because of their desire for confidentiality. "There will always be candidates who don't want their candidacy made
public," explained Wyatt. "We'll be re-

ceiving the candidates away from campus
to keep confidentiality." This will be done
to limit the possible prejudice that the candidates may receive at their current place of
work.
Furthermore, as Wyatt contests, there is
no set mold that the president must fall into
other than the qualities that the students,
faculty, and trustees desire. Even the salary
is to be decided on. "It is a wide open
street," he explained. "We do not go into
the negotiation with a preconceived salary
level. We want the best person we can get
that is available to us."
A number of concerns were brought up
from the students that attended the forum.
As a few suggested, the new president should
be fully aware of and in support of the
liberal arts curriculum under which the
university currently operates. As Mark
McGinnis suggested, the committee should
seek out a president who would have a
see SEARCH page 3
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that devastated the Southeast Asian country over the last 21 years. Under the agreement brokered by the U.S., the Soviet
Union and China a cease-fire in the
round of civil war that began in 1978 went
into immediate effect. It is to be followed
by the demobilization of rival armies,
repatriation of 350,000 refugees andelec-
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Terrorist violence overshadows
Mideast peace talks
ISRAEL Attackers firing automatic
weapons killed two Jewish settlers and
wounded six others in the Israeli-occupied
West Bank. An Israeli aide said the ambush was "not a good omen" fortheMadrid
conference. Hours earlier, two separate
terrorist attacks in Turkey by a Muslim
group opposed to the talks killed a U.S.
soldier and wounded an Egyptian diplomat. Meanwhile, Israel protested to U.S.
over plans to grant a full-length speech to
the Palestinian delegation and rejected a
freeze on settlements in the disputed areas. Nevertheless, both sides showed flexibility in the preceding days of the Madrid
peace talks. "What we know is that without negotiations we will never have peace,"
said Israeli Prime Minister Shamir, head
of Israel's team. Likewise, Syria's President Assad commented that "we do not
seek destruction. Rather, we want a comprehensive and just peace." (The Wall

tions by mid-1993. (TheNew York Times)

-

-

-

Street Journal)

Poland elects
a fragmented legislature
POLAND The voters in Poland did
not give one party a dominant role. In the
first free elections in more than 50 years,
six parties that trace their roots to the
Solidarity union appeared to have won
about 45 percent of the votes. That would
translate into 225 seats, just a short majority in Parliament's lower house. The top
vote-getter was the Democratic Union,
which was organized last year by intellec
tuals who were thearchitects of Solidarity's
triumph over Communism. According to
exit polls, the party received 13.6 percent.
The former Communists, renamed the
Democratic Left Alliance, were projected
to finish second with with 12.5 percent.
-

Serbs seize coast near
DubrovnikHungarian village attacked
YUGOSLAVIA The Serbian-dominated army and naval forces drove
Croatian forces out of the city of
Dubrovnik and into positions just three
miles from the Adriatic port's historic
Old City walls. Under a barrage of shelling from land-based and seaborne artillery, army units mounted a successful
amphibious assault on the beaches of
Kupari, a village with a military resort.
The fighting was reported to be the heaviest yet in the siege of the centuries-old
stone town, whose population is about 90
percent Cruatian. A Yugoslav airplane
dropped a cluster bomb on a Hungarian
village,but Serbia's foreign ministercalled
the attack an accident and no casualties
were reported in the incident except for
damage in the city of B arcs was described
as serious. At least 2,000 to 3,000 people
have been killed and thousands have been
wounded in the fighting in Yugoslavia
since Croatia declared its independence
-

(The New York Times / The Wall Street
Journal)

Three Cambodian factions sign
a U.N.-enforced peace pact
FRANCE With mutual distrust still
lingering between long time enemies,
Cambodia's warring factions signed a
peace aimed at ending war, mass murder,
-

SOVIET UNION Cautioning that the
accelerated shift to a market economy
would create hardships for consumers,
Russia's president vowed to take personal responsibility for the implementation of a reform of the Russian republic's
economy. Prices for most goods will be
freed from government control by yeai
end, Yeltsin told lawmakers. A sweeping
privatization program would be put in
motion. Yeltsin further said that he would
tackle a budget gap by halting foreign aid
and cutting defense spending. He said the
banking system would be revamped tc
end the uncontrolled issuing of rubles
-

(The Wall Street Journal)

World News edited by Matthias Deze

Oct. 22, 1991 through Oct. 29, 1991
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1:00 P.M.

Security discovered vandalism to the walls in the
Harnngton/ Schiff Breezeway.
A student reported the theft of his bicycle from the
basement of his residence on Union Ave. The
bicycle was not secured.

Three students have reported receiving prank phone calls during the week. The best
response to such a call is to simply hang-up immediately.

Crimes on Campus

is prepared for

For the first time in at least eleven years,
Langlow will not be sponsoring a haunted
house because of stricter Tacoma Fire
Department regulations.
"It would have cost us hundreds of dollars," to make the changes mandated by
fire regulations, said Syd Van Atta, the
resident assistant for Langlow, home to 15
first-year honors students.
According to Richard Lawson, an inspector for the Tacoma Fire Department,
haunted houses must have two adequately
lighted and signed legal exits for every
floor level, fire extinguishers on every
floor, and corridors of a minimum 48-inch
width. The people running the event must
be able to effectively communicate among
each other in case of an emergency and a

the haunted house be set up at least two days
before the event in case any changes are
required. "I actually take a piece of material
and burn it, and if it burns it has to be torn
down," he said.
The need to have the house set up days in
advance also presented problems for
Langlow residents, said Van Atta, because
they must continue to live there in the meantime.
According to Director of Business Services John Hickey, who is responsible for
fire safety at the university, the fire department also works with fraternities, sororities,
or any group that is sponsoring an event in
which extensive decorations are used.
"They'll work with the groups to help develop a plan," he said.
Van Atta said that interest in the haunted
house was weaker than usual this year, mak-

Yeltsin mapped plans
for speedy economic reform in
Russia

CamDUS'~,

l Crimes
6:48 P.M.

[JBy Jenny Apple
News Assistant

on June 25. (The New York Times / The
Wall Street Journal)

-

27 Oct.

Honors haunted house hacked

-

the Trail

by Security Services as a service to the

campus. We do not alter the text and consequently are not responsible for its content.

Stzfffire regulations have prevented Lan glow house from becoming haunted this year.

phone must be available to contact the fire
department. Any structural or electrical
alterations require permits from the Building Departmentorthe City light Inspection
Department.
All materials used to decorate for the
event must be of "fire resistant quality,"
according to Lawson, including sheets,
drapes, cornstalks, and plastic sheeting.
This requires treatment with flame retardant, which Lawson says may cost anywhere from $30 to $60 per gallon. The
expense of treating the decorations is the
main obstacle to this year's haunted house.
Finally, a permit from the Tacoma Fire
Department must be secured and an inspection of the decorating building must
be conducted. Lawson recommends that

ing change seven more difficult to bring
about. "There wasn't enough time to do it,
and there wasn't enough power to do it,"
said Van Atm. "The undertaking would have
been so huge."
Those most disappointed about the cancellation of this year's haunted house are the
sophomores, juniors, and seniors who have
worked on it in the past, commented Van
Aua. She finds it a shame that "this event
which used to raise money for charity and
serve a purpose in the community" cannot
be held this year.
"We're going to try to do it next year," she
said, however. By starting the planning process earlier and finding cheaper ways to
carry out the project they hope to make the
haunted house feasible.

Security responds to accident
IJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

Security Services was notified when a
two car accident plugged up traffic at the
intersection of North 15th and Alder streets
around noon last Friday. Even though both
cars had been jarred considerably and
showed severely damaged front ends, nobody was injured.
After the accident the drivers appeared to
be cordial. "The drivers were talking,"
witnessed David Harlan, Assistant Director of Campus Security, who notified the
Tacoma Police. "There didn't seem to be a

problem." One of the drivers was taken to
the hospital forprecautionaly measures, but,
according to Harlan, did not seem seriously
injured.
It is unknown as of yet whether a student
or member of the university was involved in
the accident but one of the vehicles ended up
on the front lawn of the university owned
house at 1420 North Alder.
Although the accident happened near campus, there isn't much that security could do
about it. "This is just a standard accident,"
explained Harlan. "I'm not saying that it's
not important but it doesn't threaten campus
security. This wasn't in our jurisdiction."

I.

I.

I.
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SEARCH from page 1
strong liberal arts background. "We need a
physics major and a literature major," he
pleaded. The committee is in full agreement with this suggestion. As Wyatt contested, "I don't think there is much chance
of us recommending someone who doesn't
understand this school's liberal arts curriculum."
Another point that came up was the fact
that the new president needs to be adept at
raising money for the school. As Julie Jones,
explained, "Fundraising is vitally impor-

"They can tell you
that they are going to
listen to your concerns .... You have to
believe them. I do."
tant. The larger the endowment, the more
money we can give to students from all
walks of life. We definitely need a president who will go Out and do that."
Wyatt agreed with Jones but warned that
the committee could not nominate a president on this one attribute alone. "A number
of institutions are hiring just for a fund
raiser," he said. "But I believe this committee is in consensus that we don't want to
hire a president on just that criteria. We're
not going out to hire just a fund raiser. He
needs to be multifaceted."

At the same time, Wyatt stated that a fund
raiser is not very necessary to keep the
endowment plentiful. According to his figures, the university has raised four million
dollars of donations from anonymous
sources because of the fact that the curriculum was taking the school "out of the dark
ages."
Another point that was brought up was
about the need for the president to be more
open to student criticism and suggestions.
"I'd like a president who has some goals
and comes to you and asks what we want,"
Kelly Smith explained. "From what! heard,
the (current) president doesn't listen to students' concerns. We need some way to
facilitate communication."
Mara Mason, shared this concern. "We
need a better liaison between students and
trustees," she explained. "I don't see the
connections."
Another student took it further. "The genend apathy on campus is because of the
tight control that Phibbs has on the school,"
viewed Nancy Jennens. "There is a real
danger of it becoming anarchy when he
leaves but at the same time I don't want to
see more control."
Furthermore, in light of the rumors of
Booth Gardner's possible candidacy, Wyatt
pointed out that the Washington state governor has not contacted the university in any
way concerning the job opening. He went
on to lament that fact that other qualified
applicants could be getting scared off because of the rumors of Gardner's application and his numerous ties to the university.
"We're doing a national search," he said.
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Kelly Smith articulates a concern to the committee about the next president.
"We want the best we can get. We have
already gotten 43 recommendations but
nobody has an inside track. Right now we
are in the finding stage."
So, as Clifford suggested, "If you're in
the position to recommend a candidate,
your efforts will be appreciated by the
committee."
When the meeting adjourned, the stu-

dents were pleased with the results. Kimberly Stigers, for one, felt that her concerns
were heard and would be utilized when the
committee got down to choosing the new
president. "You can only trust what they're
telling you," she said. "They can tell you
that they are going to listen to your concerns, but they don't necesarily have to.
You have to believe them. I do."

Mon-Sat 11:30-8:00

In North Tacoma's Westgate Center, 5736 N. 26th (26th & Pearl), kitty corner from Starbuck's
-

Chicken ..................... 425
Sirloin SteakSkewers ......... 475
Boneless Chicken Skewers . . .
Combination ................. 435
(Chicken & Sirloin)

Natural

759-2559
Orders served with
Rice & Salad. Ala carte
also available.

JAPAN EXCHANGE
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Bonsai
Teriyaki Grill:
a great
concept in
take -out.

WORK IN JAPAN 11q14
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Bring some
to the park!

5735 North 26th
Tacoma, WA

.

Qualifications: American cftizen,
under 35 years of age, in principle
earned a B.A. degree by 82.
Position begins: August 1992.
Salary: V3,600,000 approx.
Benefits: Air fare, housing
assistance.
Application deadline:
December 20, 1991.
Please contact:
Consulate General of Japan
601 UnIon, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 224-4374
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Phy sician- aid-in- dying forum gives birth to controversy
IlBy Brooke Rohweder and
Bruno Zalubil
Trail News Staff
Washington state's Initiative 119 is a
major issue because if the bill is passed, it
would make Washington the only place in
the world that doctors can legally end the
lives of terminally ill patients. On Tuesday,
this was the topic of a Puget Sound Open
Forum.
With Philosophy professor Lawrence

Stem, who has taught and published in the
area of medical ethics, as the moderator,
both sides were effectively discussed.
The first to speak was Dr. Neil Thorakson
who favored the initiative. As an ophthalmologist in Seattle, he supported the natural right that people have to end their life
with strong personal examples. "You have
the right to die with a physician's assistance," he added. "(I) believe in 119 because it would allow you to do what you

want ... to decide how and when you want to
Filmore Buckner agrees with the initiadie."
live, but believes that more safeguards need
This view was in opposition to Richard
to be installed in it. He was once a medical
Overman's belief.
doctor specializing in
Overman, who is a
Lung Cancer and now
methodist minister, a
he is a lawyer. "I fear
professor of Religion,
the pain, suffering, and
and once practiced
financial ruin," he said.
medicine, declared
"(But) I personally
suicide "an example of
think 119 isaverysirnhuman pridefulness."
plistic expression of a
His argument included
very complex problem.
religious and medical
I don't want physicians
reasons against the inidetermining who gets
tiative. He does not
care and who doesn't.
"There is immense hostilagree that there is a
Now is the time to look
ity towards physicians. Since
way to take one's own
at the rationing of care
life with dignity and
and the real problems
they couldn't heal patients,
maintained that the
which 119 has avoided.
wechose them as 'fall guys."
reason the initiative
We need to ask some
has become an issue in
hard questions about
vv aiiuigLoii is OVCUSC
ueatn and dying. 119
the state is the most secularized part of
hasn't addressed them.
North America.
They must be addressed before any law is
Furthermore, Overman does not apprecipassed."
ate the way that the medical profession
The final speaker, John Magee, a retired
would be changed with the new law. "There
professor of Philosophy and a methodist
is immense hostility towards physicians,"
minister, was also for the initiative. He
he explained. "Since they couldn't heal
warned that"the best way to honor a human
patients, we chose them as 'fall guys.' Since
being is to pay attention to their will."
you couldn't make life go, we'll make you
Initiative 119 will be voted on in the stateagents of death."
wide referendum onTuesday, November 5.
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A musical tour of the rock and roll city of Tacoma
By Michelle Gange

Staff Writer
Tacoma. Land of one thousand and one
industrial complexes, but relatively few
shopping malls. I love Tacoma, but there
really isn't much to do here. In fact, at times
there seems as if there is nothing to do here.
But recently, in a desperate attempt to
curtail the boredom, I took a little tour of
Tacoma record shops, in attempting to answer that age old question: Where do you
go to buy records in Tacoma? At each store,
I inquired after two albums: Flood by They
Might Be Giants and Beethoven's 10th
Symphony.
I know you're all thinking "What an idiot
that woman is. Everyone knows that
Beethoven only wrote nine symphonies."
Yes, I do know that he only wrote nine
complete symphonies. Actually, there is a
tenth. Well, sortof. Beethoven's tenth sym-

phony merely consists of recently discovered musical fragments that are generally
considered to be sketches for another full
work. Not many people know this, however, so the question was merely a test of the
musical knowledge of the employees of
each unsuspecting record store.
First, I looked at selection. There is more
to life than the Top Forty, alter all.
Next, I looked for general ambience. This
included decor, background music, and
quality of sales help. To be honest, I was
especially aware of sales help. I confess
that I am the type of person who shops at
Nordstrom's simply because I love to be
waited on hand and foot.
The last criteria on which I based my
rating scale was, of course, prices. After all,
we are students, and a bargain now and then
is most appreciated.
Join me, won't you?

Camelot Music
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Tower Records
2501 S. 38th Street
My first stop was Tower Records, an
enormous store which appears at first to
have a wonderful selection. It is a deception. They do, in fact, have a wonderful
selection of Top Forty albums (both cassettes and CD's), but they are seriously
lacking in all other departments. Their Classical, Country, and Jazz sections, at least as
far as CD's go, are slightly better than
average. But their Alternative and Showtune
sections are worse than pathetic.
I walked in and waited patiently at the
front counter while two employees ignored
me in favor of a less than enlightening
discussion of the state of the low fat cream
in their coffee. Finally, after I had coughed,

drummed my fingers, and cleared my throat
enough times to make several other customers turn and stare, one of them turned to
me and asked "May I help you?" Great.
I asked her if she could help me find Flood
and Beethoven's 10th. She didn't bat an eye
at the latter, but she calmly pointed out a
huge bin where They Might Be Giants
mightbe and then proceeded to paw through
a rather disorganized Classical section in a
vain search for the Beethoven. No luck.
What a shock. All the while, she blithely
babbled away about Nirvana, which they
were blasting over the loudspeaker at deafening decibels.

Acmss from Tower Records
This place is just wild! It is a used record
store where they actually have records.
Yes, vinyl discs for low, low prices (some
for $2.00 to $3.99). They also have cassettes and CDs for amazingly low prices
(tapes as low as $1.99 and CD's for as low
as $3.99). The selection is not great, at least
as far as CD's and tapes are concerned, but
if you do find something, it is more than
worth the effort of searching through the
stacks.
It is also a great place to satisfy that illicit
late-night craving for the Bee Gee's or
other rare or discontinued 70's favorite.
Also, the store is packed with other little
goodies such as posters, stereos and other
electronic equipment which is of questionable origin. You can also buy rocker
paraphanelia— studded-leather bracelets,
Love and Rockets posters, and just about
anything else associated with the world of
rock music and it is all cheap!!!!!
You never know what to expect—they
are usually blaring Metallica or the like, but
when I walked in this time the salesman
was playing the Robin Hood soundtrack.

Selection: * * *
Ambiance: * *
Prices: * * *

Located inside the Tacoma Mall
Welcome to the world's smallest chain
record store. Their selection is basically
limited to a pitiful collection of Pop CD's
and cassettes and the employee staff seems
to consist of young yuppies-in-traning. The
salesman looked at me as if I were from
Mars when I asked about the Beethoven
and condescendingly showed me to their
meager Classical section. He also gave me
an extremely overpriced copy ($14.95) of
Flood. Alternative, Jazz, Country, and
Showtunes were all but absent. And they
were blaring some unrecognizable pop tune
over the loudspeakers.
Selection: *
Amblance:* *
Prices: *

The Wherehouse
6409 6th Ave.
This is a great place to go if you want Pop
music and have the urge to rent movies at
the same time. It is conveniently located on
6th Avenue; they've just renovated the
place. Its best feature is that it smells
.
and, at least when I wentin, was fairly q
Unfortunately, the selection of any.
besides Pop and Rock is abysmal and p
are a little higher than average.
I was greeted by a tall boy, with Jm
floppy hair who showed me to the tiy
Classical section and proudly produce-ti
Beethoven's Tenth Piano Sonata. When I
mentioned that I was looking for the symphony he shrugged and mumbled, "What's
the difference?" What's the difference?
Only about 100 other instruments and an
entirely different musical structure.
Selection: *
Ambiance: * * *
Prices: * *

Selection: * * *
Ambiance: * * *
Prices: * * *

GRAND OPENING
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Learn to scuba dive for
$85 and get college credit

Call 588-8368
PRO DIVERS SUPPLY
9109 Veterans Dr. SW, Tacoma
Open Monday - Saturday 12-8
PD1C-NAUI-PADI certification available
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Sixth & Union
Tacoma
In the Shop-Rite Center
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MUSIC from page 5.

MusicLand
Once again, in the Tacoma Mall
Here I was also ignored for what seemed
like hours until a frizzy, gum chewing
blonde eventually asked if she could help
me. She found They Might Be Giants forme
at the astoundingly low price of $6.99 (yes,
it was on sale), and then found someone else
to help me with Classical. The Classical
woman was sweet, fairly knowledgeable,
and fairly helpful, but not very informative.
Musicland has a decent collection of Pop
and Rock and their Classical, Jazz, and
Country sections are at least available. There
is very little evidence of any Alternative
Music, but theirpnces were incredible. They
were playing Prince, I have to give them
credit for that.
Selection: * *
Ambiance: * * *
Prices:* * * *

You're
Clownlike, happiest on your hands,
Feet to the stars, and moon-skulled,
Gilled like a fish. A common-sense
Thumbs-down on the dodo's mode.
Wrapped up in yourself like a spool,
Trawling your dark as owls do.
Mute as a turnip from the Fourth
Of July to All Fools' Day,
O high riser, my little loaf.

Silver Platters
Sylvia Plath was a feminist long before it was fashionable to be so. She was a woman
constantly searching for the best from herself and her writing. Unfortunately she has
been pegged as the ultimate adolescent author, because her novel TheBeliJar deals with
hr bout with depression and suicide. But her mature writing, primarily her poetry, is
s - - orous, aggressive, and confrontational. This excerpt is from her last book of poems,
:•

C uild lends audience laughs
L

y Sara Freeman

(i tributing Editor

he Tacoma Actor's Guild started off its
:ason in a boffo way—boffo, as in a screwall comedy way, that is. Lend Me a Tenor
by Ken Ludwig easily lends itself to crazy
hijinks and hearty laughs.
The story revolves around Max, a nervous but lovable guy, who works for the
Cleveland Grand Opera. Just how grand an
opera in Cleveland can be, we don't know.
But the tenth anniversary of the opera house
is so important that the management, Mr.
Saunders, brings an Italian opera star, Tito
Mirrelli, over to sing the part of Otello for
the celebration. It's Max's job to watch Tito
and make sure all comes off well.
Side plots twist around the main plot line,
causing all the foibles and follies. Max is in
love with Mr. Saunders' daughter, Maggie.
But she won't marry him until she can have
"a fling." Tito is her object. The sleazy
soprano, Diana, also has her sights set on
Tito. However, Tito unexpectedly brings
his wife, Maria, and the Mirelli's titanic
fighting complicates the plot even more. A
shutter-bug bellhop with operatic aspiralions incidentally wanders through the show
confounding everyone.
The plot line is more believable than most
comedies that rely on physical and situational comedy for laughs, but it's definitely not the story that propels the energy

oftheshow. Instead, itis the overwhelming
possibility for slapstick that is this show's
inspiration. If it hadn't had been for the fme
comic timing of director Brian Sevy, Todd
Jamieson (Max) and Bill Ontiveros (Tito),
physical rowdiness would have overcome
the show. But their work was kept under
control, and the audience kept laughing.
Tina Maria Goff commanded attention
with her hilarious portrayl of Tito's spitfire
wife, Maria. Likewise, Kamella Tate was
just the right blend of backstage diva, sexpot
and jaded second-rate opera soprano to
balance Jane Jones' over-breathy and wispy
performance as Maggie Saunders. Jones
was a disappointment because she looked
like she was working too hard and came off
as a dingbat.
Two other outstanding qualities make
Lend Me a Tenor particulary pleasing to
watch. One is the excellent blocking. Movements were smooth, relationships were enlightened by it; it worked with the comedy.
The other was the curtain call. The cast ran
through the entire show in a matter of two
minutes. It was wacky, but overall fantastic.
LendMe a Tenor is obviously designed to
please its audience. It does this very well. If
you are looking for an evening of deep
theatre, it won't provide. However, an
evening of zany energy and zestful laughter
is equally fulfilling.

WALKING DISTANCE --9 BLKS.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Haircut, Perm, Color, etc.

Kaelin's Hair Design
Est. 1987
Call for appointment

Mon - Sat, 9-6

109 Svxth. Avenue

7452-55-1`7

5825 Tacoma Mall Blvd
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The only negative thing I can find to say
about this place is that it only carries CD's
and Laser Discs. I was greeted by a wonderful man named Chuck who immediately
responded to my request for Beethoven by
saying, "Oh, The Unimished" and then told
me that the only individual recording available is on RCA and is discontinued. He also
told me in which collections I might find
the fragments and that he could try to special order it for me.
When I asked another man, Dane, as to
the location ofFlood, he verykindly showed
me where the CD was and also infomied me
ofthe new album by They Might Be Giants.
Silver Platters has a unique previewing
area where you can go to listen to something before you buy it. They also have a
collection ofClassical, Jazz, and Showtunes
as well as impressive selections of Rock,
Country, and Alternative. It is definitely the
place for classical, jazz, or hard-to-find
albums. Their prices are average, but their
selection and service are hard to beat.
Selection:* * * *
Ambiance:* * * *
Prices: * * *
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When you want to mail a letter, where do you go?
By Jason Saffir
Staff Writer

[I

*

Guess what I saw on T.V. Just guess...
Time's up.
The United States Post Office sponsored
an ad for the Olympics. With it, they included an ad encouraging us to use the
American postal system. This seemed silly
to me at the time, but after some thought, it
occurred to me that it is downright stupid.
I do not mind the post office telling me to
go to the Olympics. I do not even mind my
tax money going to fund the Olympics. But
I do mind my tax money going to the post
office so that they can send my tax money to
the publicists, the ad people and the networks, so that they can tell me to go to the
Olympics and use the American postal system. I mean really, an ad for the American
postal system!? As if I am going to use some
other American postal system.
—I can imagine the board meeting from
which this idea sprouted.
Headpostal executive: (scratching his chin
though4fully) Hm, the American public
doesn't seem to be using the American
postal system enough. I'll bet they forgot
that we exist and are tying messages to
pigeons, hoping for a faster way to get news
of Aunt Ida's liver transplant to Uncle Bob.
Subordinate postal executive: (raising her
hand) They already know that we exist; and

maybe they use the phone.
Head postal executive: (releasing special
dogs, trained by the government to devour
anyone with tax-saving thought patterns.)
Don'tbe silly, let's spend a lotof tax money
on an ad campaign.
Subordinate
postal
executive:
AAAAAAAh! (sound of horrible, devouring noises)
Head postal executive: Besides, I hear
that the Olympics are coming up. Let's tell
people about it, and maybe mention that the
post office is better than the competition.
Another subordinate postal executive:
Excuse me sir, what competition is that?
(the dogs start sn4ffing him hungrily) Never
mind.
Head postal executive: This campaign
will symbolize our fine government's general policy of action. It will be costly and of
questionable value.
-Meanwhile, the American public is watching T.V.Person A: Hey, this is great T.V.
Person B: Yeah, great T.V.
Person A: Hey look! The Olympics are
coming! And, what's this, an ad for the
American postal system? I didn't know that
we had one of those. Recall the carrier
pigeon. Get some paper and a stamp!
Person B: I have a better idea, how about
the phone?

Coupon per Person

Person A: Don't be silly, it would be very
difficult to get ink to stick to a phone, much
less mail it to anyone.
Person B: No, I mean why don't we just
call our various relatives to tell them how
it's going? (There isa sudden, violent snarling and loud barking at the door.) Oh my
God, it sounds like a pack of government
trained dogs at the door. I wonder what they

want?
Person A: (looking out the window) Oh,
hey it looks like they want to sell us tickets
to the Olympics.
Maybe the post office will be sending a
team to the Olympics. They can form
costly, slow track team that gets repeated
misdirected. That will be money well spen
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dignity
LiRachelle McCarty
Staff Writer
Halloween is here, and unfortunately very
few people around here seem to be noticing
let alone participating. Really, it's a bummer. I mean, who are we to ignore a celebration that's been around for over 2,000 years?
The Cells celebrated October 31 as their New
Year's Eve in honor of their lord of the dead.
They believed that the lord allowed souls
return home on this evening. The Celts
celebrated the night with a symbolic bonfire
and sometimes dressed up in animal skins
and heads. Later, when the Romans conquered the Celtic lands, Roman celebrations
were combined with the Celtic traditions.
The old customs were later combined witl
the Christian beliefs to celebrate the Churchestablished "All Saints' Day" on Nov. 1.
Later the holiday was named "All Souls'
Day," and the poor would go begging and
receive pastries in exchange for their promise to pray for a loved one.
In the more recent years traditions such as

Believing in the Girea
By Shauna M. James

Old fashioned caramel apples:
a great Halloween recipe
(JBy Alethea P. Daniels
Staff Writer
Halloween is quickly approaching. Candy,
costumes, ghosts, and most importantly, candy
apples are all part of this sweet and spooky
holiday. But the problem is do you know how
to make caramel apples?
In order to make caramel apples, you'll need
the following items: a large pot, a stirring
spoon, apples (Granny Smith or Golden Delicious depending on your preference), popsicle
sticks, a bag of white sugar, a mixing bowl, and
of course, a sweet tooth.
If you are the adventurous type, and would
enjoy a challenge, making caramel apples the
old fashioned way is just for you.
First, begin by inserting the popsicle sticks
into the apples of your choice. (Don't forget to
remove the stems). Place the apples on wax
paper when you have completed this task.
Next., place the largepot
on the oven burner. Gently pour the sugar into the
pot. Turn the oven on
medium. Important notice: don't turn the oven
on too high unless you
enjoy the smell of
scorched sugar. You may

want to stir the sugar a few times. Watch
the sugar turn into the light brown, sweet
smelling caramel.
Once the transformation of sugar to caramel is completed, turn the oven off and
take the apples with the inserted sticks and
put them in the caramel. Stir them around
in the caramel as if you were stirring the
carmel with a spoon. Make sure the apples
are covered with caramel.
When all the apples are covered with
caramel, place them in the wax paper and
chill until the caramel is hardened.
For those of you who do not have much
time to spare watching sugar change form
or aren't the adventurous type, we have the
solution for you. Walk, drive, run or catch
the nearest bus to the local grocery store
and purchase Kraft caramel cubes, usually
found in the candy section, or grab some
ready made caramel sheets.
Unwrap all the caramel packets and place
them into the mixing bowl. Take the bowl
and place it in the microwave and melt the
caramel cubes on medium.
When finished melting, dip the apples in
the caramel as explained before.
If you purchase the caramel wrap, take
the individually wrapped roll and wrap
each apple with caramel. Then place in
refrigerator and chill till hardened.
Enjoy!

all time has to be "It's the Great Pumpkin'
Contributing Editor
Charlie Brown.' If you have not seen this
We all remember the thrill ofHalloween from
I; then I don't believe that you have
sPCCi3
when we were kids. For days, we thought about
ever
really
lived. Linus, in his appealing
our costumes. We smacked our lips at the
stuffed-up
nose,
little kid voice, has implicit
thought of all those Snickers bars (but not the
faith
that
the
Great
Pumpkin will come this
big orange marshmallow peanuts). And we
year
and
bring
presents
for all the good littlallopplanned all our spooky tricks.
boys
and
girls.
But one of the best ways to get ready for
You see, everyone believes in Santa Santa
Halloween is to watch specials on television.
is
for plebians. Only the most creative chilGranted, the Halloween season does not have
dren
will believe in the Great Pumpkin. Oh
the same quantity or calibre of seasonal spesure,
Linus is scorned. His sister laughs at
cials as does Christmas. You cannot beat
him
(of
course I. as a big sister, am deepl
Rudolph. There is no Halloween equivalent.
offended
at the erroneous portrayal. hee hee
But that being understood, there are two spehee).
The
other kids go trick or treating
cials worth watching around the scary night. I
without
him.
But Linus is sure that his is
say two. I know there are a plethora of specials
the
most
sin'1 cere pumpkin patch in ,
on, but most of them are local ones. Fat camerath
e
world. The Great
men who double as ghosts for the Halloween
'
Pumpkin
will appear.
edition of the kiddie cartoon showby throwing
.
Ofcourse,
it
doesn ' t
t
a sheet over their heads do not inspire terror in
happen.
Linus,
even
Y
me. Or maybe it'sjust a different kind ofterror.
though
he
has
great
And there are real network specials that try to
i $
th, cannot make the
play on the popularity of famous cartoon char-(
Great
Pumpkin aPPear.J
acters by throwing them on another prime time
But
he
wakes up
show. Did anyone ever really like the Garfield
the
next
mornHalloween special? CBS tried showing it for
"
ingready
for
about five years until they got the idea
/'
(
the
next
that America was switching channels
year. It may sound
enmasse.AndwhatfunwastheCathy
funny, but we all beHalloween show, when poor Cathy was
lieved in Santa
determined yet again not to eat all that candy.
I
'
Claus this same
Of course, she ate the pounds of chocolate and ç
.
way once. And
then complained about the shape of her thighs.
-k
i
Yawn.
-And yet, there are two reasons to
switch on the telly near Halloween.
N.
One is the Disney version of "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow." It's corny, f
I know, but it's fun. The old tale is old. I
J
but the cartoonists had a field day illustrating Ichabod Crane. It's a Halloween
special done with style and wit. Pretend to
watch it with a little kid, but watch the
Headless Horseman for yourself.
But the best Halloween special of
p..

r

-

-
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vind to avoid curse of ignored tradition
jack o' lantern carving developed. Essentially, we
Americans changed the custom from the English,
Irish, and Scottish tradition of using hollowed out
tips,'potatoes, and beets as lanterns on Halloween night and began using pumpkins. Other traditions included fortune-telling, especially about marriage, death, or fortune; bobbing for apples, and of
course, Irick-or-treating.
So, you see, Halloween is culture! When I talked
toeople around here, most reported that Halloween COULD be fun, people SHOULD dress up,
they WOULD like to celebrate, but ... BUT WHAT?
My personal favorite from the suggestions I compiled is that we have no school the day after Halloween. Not realistic, OK. How about having decoration competitions? Too Homecoming-ish? Or
hing a UPS comm unity horror film fest?
Of course, the major source of enjoyment (besides pigging out on sweets) is in dressing up. So
why don't we? Because nobody else does? Well,
think of it this way. This is one of the few times of
the year that you can be whatever you want to be,
injuding outright stupid, with a valid excuse.
Maybe we could convince Food Services to give

free goodies to those who dress up, or persuade the profs to give us some kind of break
if a majority of their class is in costume.
Could the Greeks unite in Halloween spirit
and show the campus how it's done?
I don't know. Maybe it's too "uncool" to
dress up. May! ask, though, how many here
were cool enough sing the "Baby Jaws"
song during Passages? Come on, do you
think that song is dignified?
The parting message is this: Halloween
comes once a year, and gives us all the
chance to be obnoxious,
care-free kids again. Is that
really so uncool? Get involved in this anciônt tradilion, whether it's with your
house, your dorm, your
\..
roommate, or your self.

By David Franzen
Staff Writer
Remember how much fun you had trick or treating on
Halloween when you were a hale kid! Now imagine what a
bummer it would be to have to spend Halloween in a hospital. To
make Halloween more fun for kids in Mary Bridge. Children's Hospital
the Crew House donated jack 'o lanterns.
On Friday Feb 25 about 12 people gathered at the Crew House at 5
p.m. to carve pumpkins for the kids. According to Erica Johnson 15
pumpkins were carved and delivered to the Hospital on Saturday. "It
felt really good to see them be able to enjoy Halloween," said Johnson.
According to Johnson this was the first year the Crew House has
done the jack 'olantern project, but they "definitely" want to do
it again next year. Also, the house plans to donate and
decorate a Christmas tree for the children at Mary
Bridge.
/

Pumpkin [Recycling: from trash to treasure
Fledgling UPS program proves successful
we still believe that we will pass that test and wake
up tomorrow morning. In some small way, this
special is actually about the need for a little blind
believing in our lives.
It's also about sacrifice, and sibling relationships
(you see, Lucy does eventually come and rescue
Linus). It also has that great sound effect when the
adults talk, like Miles Davis warbling on a muffled
trumpet. This is a world where the children reign
supreme. And it's Charles Schulz before he got old
and boring. It's the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown
is immensely inventive and funny.
id besides, how can you beat that most Charlie
Browniest of Charlie Brown sayings, uttered
when he ex- amines his Halloween sack: "I
got a rock."
Pretty much
/
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EBy Jenny Apple
News Assistant
Only in its second year, the campus-wide
recycling program has evolved considerably with the cooperation of students and
university staff.
According to Manager of Custodial and
Grounds Services Jon Robins, the
university's recycling effort has three elements: the collection ofwhite office wastepaper, recycling in academic and residence
buildings, and recycling in campus houses.
The white office wastepaper collection
program,commonly known asWOW (Wecycle Office Waste), is sponsored by
Weyerhaeuser, which provides boxes for
academic buildings and offices in which
white ledger paper can be deposited for
recycling. The boxes are picked up by
Security Services staff when they are full
and are taken to a bin by the plant department where they are collected by
Weyerhaeuser. The WOW collection program has been in operation since 1977.
A second facet of the recycling effort at
the university is the collection of aluminum and glass from campus houses by the
City of Tacoma. Students living in the
houses may set out bins provided by the
school that are emptied by the city on trash
collection days. Newspapers and cardboard
may be deposited for recycling in designated dumpsters behind the SUB.
The final and most extensive element of
the recycling effort on campus is the collection of aluminum, glass, newspapers,
and cardboard from residence halls, academic buildings, and the Union Avenue
residences. According to Robins, the university created five student work-study
positions within the Plant Departmcnt last
year to carry out the collection of recyclable materials deposited in color-coded
bins that are found throughout the campus.

The program's operation- is based on a
comprehensive plan written the previous
spring by Dave Crandall and Adrea Peters,
two members ofActivists fora Better Environment (ABE). According to Mark Dix,
the present coordinator of ABE, members
of the organization had to establish the need
for a recycling program, conduct research
about recycling in the Tacoma area, determine the costs of a program, and present
several options to the university about how
a recycling program could be instituted.
Students were involved in every stage of
the program's development. Dix said Robins and Director of Business Services John
Hickey were also instrumental in establishing the recycling effort.
While the possibility of a campus-wide
recycling program was being researched
two years ago, "a few freshmen were taking
care of the present waste prnblem," said
Dix. Three members of ABE, including
Dix, monitored cardboardboxes designated
for recyclable materials on every floor of
every residence hall. Volunteering their
own labor and equipment, they took recyclable materials to the bins behind the SUB
every week.
Dix feels it is important that students are
responsible for the recycling effort. "It's
going to build more awareness," he believes, if students see students doing the
work.
The five student members of the recycling team service all the bins twice a week,
said Robins, or less often, depending on
how much is typically generated by an area.
This year, in addition to aluminum, glass,
and newspaper for which bins are specifically provided, they also collect cardboard
that has been broken down, flattened and
stacked behind the bins. Ultimately, the
recyclable material is taken to bins behind
the SUB. When full, these dumpsters are

emptied by a Tacoma recycling contràctor.
One problem the plant department's
recycling program faces, however, is the
contamination of bins with trash or the
wrong recyclable materials.
"There's more recycled material than
there is demand so the price is falling,"
noted Robins. "It's making all the collectors more sensitive." Because of the falling market, contractors do not want to
spend extra money to separate recyclable
materials and therefore will reject bins
that are contaminated with inappropriate
items.
The mixing in the bins poses a problem
for the recycling team as well. The five
members are to service the entire campus
in the ten hours of work-study time allotted to each of them, and therefore must
maintain a fairly strict schedule. "If the
team can't separate it in three to five
minutes then they've got to pitch it," said
Robins.
A similar problem is encountered in the
WOW boxes program. "Once
(Weyerhaeuser) sees colored paper in
with the white they pitch the whole box,"
explained Robins. Weyerhaueser will accept colored paper but only when it is in
separate boxes.
The more potential recyclable material
that the university is forced to discard, the
less money it makes from the contractor.
"Making money is not the objective,"
asserts Robins, "but the money that we do
make does set off the cost of running the
program." These costs include the expenditure for the bins, the staff's wages,
cleaning supplies, vehicle use, and extra
receptacles. The income from what is
now being collected "only pays a fraction
see RECYCLE page 10
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of what the actual cost of recycling is,"
said Robins.
The problem of mixing seems to be
more prevalent this year than in the past.
Observed Robins, "Our contractors have
made us more sensitive to (mixed recyclable material). They won't take it."
Another issue of concern to Plant Dcpartinent is the disappearance of the bins
used as receptacles for recyclable material. Ten sets were lost over last summer,
further adding to the expenditures of the
program. "We could probably use twice
as many bins as we have out," said Robins, but the cost would simply be too
excessive.
Robins outlines three main ways in which
the campus community may contribute to
therecycling effort. Firsthe advises people
to know what items are recyclable. Second, he recommends that people find out
where nearby receptacles are located and
use them. Third, he asks that people "help
monitor the bins for mixing so that someone else's carelessness doesn't erase all
the recycling enthusiasm."
Dix feels that, as demonstrated by the
development of the campus's recycling
program, "students have to initiate the
change by doing the groundwork and pushing it through."
He believes that monitoring and evaluation of the program should continue so
that it may be improved and expanded.
"There's constant communication between ABE and plant," he said.
Overall, says Robins, the recycling program is "run very well." He believes that
the student staff has built "a very workable program."
Says Dix of the program's progress, "It
is getting better and it's branching out to
become more and more effective."

Activists for a Better Environment plan SUB trash heap •
[iBy David Franzen
Staff Writer

How much does UPS throw away each
day? Activist for a Better Environment
(ABE) intends to show us next week by
displaying the garbage from residence halls
and academic buildings outside the SUB.
The display is part of an effort next to get
people on campus to be more environmentally conscious. Despite the high visibility
that the garbage display will provide, the
main thrust of the week will be the SUB.
"The purpose is focused on the SUB, and
decreasing the amount of landfill waste we
produce in the SUB. This is stuff we've
been working on for a long time. A couple
of years ago we got ceramic plates introduced in the SUB to replace the paper." said
Mark Dix of ABE.
According to Dix ABE's two major concerns in regard to waste are the paper cups
in the SUB and the theft, or removal, of

ceramic dishes. To encourage the use of
reusable mugs rather than paper cups Dix
said new signs will be posted in the servery.
The signs are designed by ABE and Food
Services and will advertise the discount
given to those using mugs and the environmental advantages of not using paper. Also,
ABE members will be at a table in the SUB
selling mugs (which are always available in
the Food Services office) and T-Shirts and
providing information on simple things
people can do to protect the environment.
Next weeks activities are also aimed at
convincing people that they can make a
difference in saving the earth, according to
Dix." A lot of people are so frustrated by all
of these environmental problems. People
complain because they drive a car, that they
pollute, because they eat beef they get overwhelmed with the huge scope of environmental ills, many of which they probably
participate in, that they feel helpless and

say, 'it makes no difference if I use a mug
or not," said Dix. Dix also stresses that
using a mug has both an economic and
environmental advantage for the SUB and
for customers.
According to Dix people do not realize
the environmental consequences of removing ceramic dishes from the SUB, "The
SUB is buying a tremendous volume of
ceramic dishwear, weekly, to replace the
stuff that people take to their homes, take
back to their dorm, or whatever, therefore
more paper is going in the garbage."
Food Services director Dick Fritz said
Food Services has had to purchase over 700
plates so far this year. Says Fritz, "(When
people remove dishes from the SUB) they're
not able to be used by other people, which
induces the need to use paper. We want
people to think when they take dishes out to
remember to bring them back or put them in
the green bins (in their residence hail.)"
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Put Your College
Degree To Work!
As a nationwide insurance
replacement auto rental
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graduates for our Manageme
Development Program.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
recognizes individual
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These entry positions require a four-year
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willingness and drive to learn and succeed.
What do you 2et in return?
We offer complete on-the-job training
and experience in marketing, sales,
customer service and first year earnings of
$19,000 plus an excellent benefits
package.
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as a stepping stone to higher management
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Advising Services on Wednesday,
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u put more than just your savings
into a retirement company. You put
in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before you choose one, ask some
questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent anal vsts.
Three companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding Out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.

CREE FOUR MORE LErFERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity
with four different investment accounts to
giveyou the flexibilityyou want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70years of experience serving the
education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LE1ThR-PERFECT.
TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co.,
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
from Moody's Investors Service. These
ratings reflect TIAAs reliable claims-paying
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expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
one of less than ten companies, out of
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Become a Student Cardmember today and
ett 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,
or only $129 or $189 each.

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express ® Student Privi1eges Program.
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long-distance calling every month
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
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Only the American Express® Card offers an exciting travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate
to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the
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Logger "D" forces Pirates to walk the plank
By Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor
The offense took a little bit of
time to warm up, but the defense
kept Puget Sound in the game
until the points began to appear.
As nosetackle, Chris Schuler explained, "Its the team concept.
When one side does its part the
other side catches on. Offense sells
tickets. Defense wins games."
That is exactly what happened
on an overcast Saturday afternoon
where the Loggers gained their
first Mt. Rainier League victory
of the year over the Whitworth
Pirates 20-8.
The game started off very slowly
for both teams. After three punts
by each team, Whitworth fmally
scored with a minute left in the
first quarter on a 15 yard pass
from Pirate quarterback Danny
Figueira to Mike Hofheins. The
extra point was blocked but John
Karuza, the Pirate kicker, had
enough presence of mind to pick
the ball up and run it in for a twopoint conversion.
In the rest of the first half, the
Pirates only gained 1 yard rushing
while the Loggers did little better
with only twelve yards gained.
In the second half, the Loggers
gained life. "Our offensive line
played extremely well in the second half. They sealed up the inside," explained Hjelseth. "At 8-0

The defense put continual pressure on the Pirates the entire day.
The Loggers had six quarterback
sacks and held Whitworth to negative eight yards rushing on 38
attempts.
Schuler, who was in the 4
backfield all day, did not register
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Freshman linebacker Joel Epstein intercepts a Whaworth pass, stopping a possible Piratescore.
wedidn'tfeelljkewewereoutof
McCurty found a hole and
todefensivebackearlicrthisyear,
the game."
punched through it for his first
was 2-2 as a passer before starting
touchdown of the day.
So, after the Pirates were held at
today, completing both for subcheck by a ferocious Logger DeAfter a missed two point constantial gains on fake punts.
fense, the offense, led by conversion, Whitworth could not
"He learned as the game went
verted defensive back Greg Fisher touch the Logger offense. On the
on," remarked Hjelseth. "In the
at quarterback, kicked into high
remaining series, nothing stopped
second half we were able to keep
gear with 14 minutes elapsed in the Loggers as they scored two
the pressure off of him. We've
the third quarter. Gary McCurty
touchdowns on their next two
played six games with five differtook the ball on an option play at
possessions.
ent quarterbacks. That is a tribute
Fisher, who was recruited last
the three yard line and with
to this team. They rallied hard and
year as a quarterback and moved
Kearney Hoggan lead blocking,
hung in there behind (Fisher)."
-

I

Loggerline

any sacks, but recorded four tackles for lost yardage and caused
many broken plays. There were
also five players with five or more
tackles and fourteen tackles for
losses.
Freshman Joel Epstein was the
other defensive star. Not only did
he lead the Loggers in tackles
with ten, but he intercepted a pass
and was within inches of blocking
every punt. When asked about
Epstein's special team's performance, Head Coach Ross Hjelseth
remarked that: "We wanted to get
pressure on the punter. We got
close—we didn't get one—but we
had them thinking."

SHOP HJIt

November 1

Volleyball at Seattle Pacific

November 1

Cross Country at NAJA District 1 Championships

November 1

Swimming at Husky Relays

Away 1:30

YOUR #1 CHOICE FOR

November 2

Women's Soccer vs. George Fox

Home 1:00

November 2

Football at Simon Fraser University

Away 1:30

Deli Sr)ecialsll

Away7:00

November 3 Women's Soccer vs. Gonzaga University

Men's Soccer
The Logger men's soccer team played
twice on the road last week and was shutout
both times. The Loggers started off with a
game against cross-town rival Pacific
Lutheran on Wednesday afternoon (Oct.
23). Coach Freeman's club wasted several
opportunities to score in the game as Pacific Lutheran pulled off a 1-0 victory in
non-conference action.
The Loggers then headed to Burnaby, BC
to take on Simon FraserUniversity on Sunday (Oct. 27) in a match that Puget Sound
neededtowin inordertogainaberthin the
District 1 playoffs. The Clan proved to be
the more physical baliclub as the Loggers
lost a 3-0 decision. The team was hit with
injuries during the contest and ended up
playing seven freshmen. Coach Freeman
stated that "We were simply outplayed.
The Canadians play a more physical style
of soccer and our guys were intimidated.
Overall it has been a good season." Freeman will now concentrate his effort on

evaluating the season and start recruiting
for next years' squad. The Loggers finished
7-8-2 overall, 2-3 in the NCSC and 1-3 in
District 1.

GO LOGGERS

Home 12:00

Women 's Swimming
The Logger women's swim team started

off the season with a splash as they roared
past Oregon State University 153-51 at
Hugh Wallace Memorial Pool on Saturday
afternoon (Oct 26). The Loggers won every event in the meet and three new records
were set, all by Puget Sound. Senior Ronda
Blairsetanew timeinthe200lM(2:25.53),
Kristen Watson finished with a time of
1 :00. 89 in the 100 freestyle, and Jen Kuhn
clocked a time of 2:25.19 in the 200 backstroke.

Volleyball
The Logger volleyball team improved its
chances in hosting the NAJA District 1
playoffs in mid-November with two critical wins over District 1 rivals St. Martin's

College and Western Washington at home.
Puget Sound started off last week with a
three game sweep of the Saints in Lacey,
WA. Puget Sound then battled the Vikings
of Western Washington on Friday at the
Memorial Fieldhouse in a battle to gain sole
possession of second place in the district
race. The Vikings came to town having

beaten the Loggers in three previous meetings, but the fourth time proved to be the
charm.

#1
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Loggers scare wimpy Simon Fraser
IBy Laura Smith
Contributing Editor
Good things come in twos. At Jeast for
the Puget Sound women's soccer team they
do. But when fortune is not with them, the
Loggers just have just plain, ol' bad luck.
Despitea recent twogame winning streak,
the team will not be attending NAIA District playoffs due to a forfeit ruling from
district officials. Because of a schedule
mix-up, the Loggers were late to their Oct.
19 match against Simon Fraser, causing the
I. Canadian team to file for a forfeit on Puget
Sound's behalf. Unfortunately, the Logger's
appeal was over-ruled, and the forfeit will
stand, a forfeit which will cost the team
their entry into district playoff.
"It's been very frustrating for our team,"
I. said fullback Krista Thomas. "We've been
playing great. Everything has been falling
into place. It's like we've been stopped
short."
Falling into place is exactly what they've
been doing. Well, at least everything has
been falling into the back of the net. During
their Oct. 23 win over Seattle University,
two goals were scored within minutes of
each other, twice, starting off their two
game winning streak. Again, the quick two
goal scoring performance was repeated in
the second half of Sunday's Whitworth
game.
The Loggers seemed to have alleviated
their shooting problems, and narrowly conquered the Chieftains 4-3. In the first half,
freshman Julie Hunter knocked one in the
back of the net to start off the first scoring
spree. Jen Jurgenson, forward, followed up
on Hunter's example for the second goal
juSt thinüteS later. The momentum of the
game suggested a third goal for Puget Sound,
but Seattle's defense kicked in and arrested
any other scoring attempts.
Letting down in the second half, the Loggers game control was lost to Seattle's luck.
A chance goal and a penalty shot for the
Chieftains led to an overtime game and
another double score for the Loggers. At
7:18 in the first half of overtime, leading
scorer, Tiffany Ross, powered in a shot.
And then did it again 20 seconds later. With
an excellent assist from Jurgenson, Ross
managed to be in the right place at the right
time for her sixth goal of the season setting
the team up for their overtime win.
In the second half of their Whitworth

match, forward, Julie Meyer, and Rachel
Lloyd, sophomore, both shot goals within
minutes of each other, capping off the
Logger's 5-0 lead. Despite the shutout
against Whit'worth, which might have al-

received different time schedules causing
the Loggers to show up an hour late to the
playing field. "Simon Fraser said they
would be happy to reschedule with us," said
Thomas. "But, we beat the University of
British Columbia (Oct. 20) who Simon
Fraser had lost to. The next day, Simon
Fraser filed for forfeit."
Because the Puget Sound team did not
feel responsible for the schedule mix-up,
they tried to appeal the District's forfeit
decision, but Simon Fraser will not relent.
"They are afraid to play us. Basically, if we
played them, we would beat them," said
Thomas. "The only reason we are not
playing them was because a political dccision was made." Because of this decision,
the Canadian team does not have to cornpete against Puget Sound, and received a
berth in final district play.
lowed Puget Sound an entry to the district
TheLoggers will finish this season's play
playoffs, the Loggers will be ending their
this weekend at Baker Stadium against
season this weekend on Sunday, Nov. 3
George Fox College and Gonzaga. "The
against Gonzaga.
team realizes that just because of a setIt would seem that after their recent imback, we can't let that affect our attitude,"
provement that they would be an important
Thomas said. "We have to go out and finish
contender in the playoffs, but their entry
strong." If good things come in pairs, then
ticket was handed over to Simon Fraser.
these last two games should be excellent
Although Puget Sound had every intention
olconipeting on Oct. 19, the twoteamshadeXamplcSOtUle women's improvement.
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Puge: Sound defender Krista Thomas puts
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Classifieds
ADOPTION. Give your baby a loving
home! We are a married couple who can't
have children, building a family by
adoption. Please let us help. Call our
attorney Joan collect (206) 728-5858, ask
for file #9256.

Fundraiser: We're looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working. Call
JoAnn or Sabrina at (800) 592-2121.

Receive personal Russian lessons! Call
627-2632 for more information.

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1405-321-3064.

Start your own business: Looking
for highly motivated individuals to
manage a summer franchise. Opportunity
positions available for Summer, 1992.
Call now 1-800-665-4992.
Fast and Easy Income! Earn 100's weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Fast Income, P.O.
Box 641517, Chicago, IL 60664-1517
Learn Real Life Business Skills:
Run your own summer franchise. Position
open for Summer, 1992. Call now for
more info. @ 1-800-665-4992.

FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
for students who need money for college.
Every student is eligible for some type of
financial aid regardless of grades or
parental income. Results guaranteed. Call
anytime for a free brochure at (800) 2838600 ext. 899.
Learn to scuba dive for $85. Call Pro
Divers Supply at 588-8368 for more
information.
Put your college degree to work! If you're

ready to use your college degree as a the Academic and Career Advising Center
stepping stone to higher management on Wednesday, November 6. Go to Career
interview with Enterprise Rent-A-Car at Advising today to sign-up.
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119 editorial on trial
Dear Trail Staff,
The staff editorial of Oct. 24th attempted
to unravel the vital issues tied to Iniative
119. While I appreciate your intent to create
more awareness of an important issue, I
couldn't help but notice that some ethically
distinct issues were still entangled in some
misleadingandconfusing statements. Since
this initiative is so important to you and me,
I would like to clarify some points.
First of all, the editorial implied that the
purpose of this initiative is to simply tack on
a provision that extends the present law to
cover irreversible coma and a permanent
vegetative state. That is not what 1-119 is all
about. Second, I wholeheartedly agree that
"people should have the right to die naturally, with dignity, free from an endless
morass of plastic tubing." But again, that is
not what 1-119 is all about.
The real issue at stake here is an initiative
that removes the legal distinction between
"killing" and "letting die," while creating a
new rhetorical distinction between a "natural death" and a "death with dignity." A
careful reading of 1-119 reveals a clear and
deliberate change of the thrust of the law
from unimpeded natural death to hastened
death. By carefully crafted wording, it fur ther redefines a "dignified, painless and
humane" death as physician-assisted suicide.
The original law does not in any way
condone mercy killing or any other deliberate act to end life; while still unapproving of
any kind of mercy-killing, the new iniative
would permit pysician-aid-in-dying. I may
be ethically unenlightened, but I see very
little difference between mercy killing and
assisted suicide. However, I do see a vast
difference between "letting die" and assisted suicide. So do physicians and families of those who are terminally ill or have
an irreversible condition.
Last spring, I saw a good friend of mine
die a few hours after his oxygen-assist and
intravenous medications were disconnected.
The attending physician had gently suggested to his wife that he be allowed to die
in a dignified manner rather than artificially
kept alive. Tome, this is "letting die." I also
interned at Hospice of Tacoma Foundation
this summer and saw how physicians allow
patients full control of their medical care,
how suffering is alleviated, and how dignity
and humanity are brought back to the natural dying process.
I also know what irreversible and terminal
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conditions are. My husband is slowly and
steadily deteriorating from the chronic progressive form of multiple sclerosis. We
have often discussed what constitutes death
with dignity, but have never considered
that assisted suicide is or should be an
option.
My point is that there is a bigger distinction between physician-assisted suicide and
"natural death" that your editorial suggests.
There need not be any distinction between
a "death with dignity" and a "natural death"
as 1-119 suggests. The implications of this
initiative are not to be taken lightly. Slippery slopes notwithstanding, society is altered by such kind of craftily-worded initiatives.
Sincerely,
Patti Coddington

Indian mascots OK
Dear Trail:
Maria Kolby was correct in her prediction that dedicated fans would moan as
they read last week's editorial on the"tomahawk chop." I did moan, but not for the
reasons she suggests.
In fact, I agree with some of specifics of
Ms. Kolby's argument. "Redskins," as in
Washington Redskins, is deplorable. So
too would be the "Dallas Darkies" or the
"Cincinnati Spics," if such red herrings
actually existed. Another real-world example which she missed, "Indians," as in
Cleveland Indians, is similarly not okay,
though for reasons
which have nothing
to do with Stanford
University s position on such matters.
It's not the word "Indians" which renders
Cleveland's moniker deplorable; it's
the incredible caricature of "Chief
Nokahama" in the
years since that move to Atlanta may put
Ted Turner and team in Cleveland's undistinguished company, but as an American
League fan I have not observed the Chief
directly enough to have an informed opinion. If the Chief has been retired (and I did
not see him in evidence in games three,
four, and five), then we must look at Atlanta case a little more closely.
I guess that somewhere along the line I
must have become a member of the white

"Brave
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male ruling class, since I simply am not
More important issues get obscured when
convinced by Ms. Kolby's assertion that
we argue about labels without distinguish"Regardless of whether these teams chose
ing carefully among the words at issue. For
their mascots because they symbolized
instance, what is more important than any
courage and nobility or because of the
particular name is that we understand that
stereotyped vision ofNative Americans as
preferences in names change (e.g., "black"
brutal savage, it is a slap in the face to use
was once the state-of-the-art, now "Afroand entire race of people as a mascot for a
American" is apparently preferred by many).
baseball team or to symbolize one particuWhat is more important still is understandlar behavior, character, or ideal."
ing what prompts such shifts in perception
That formulation cannot logically apply
by some. (Remember, there are doubtless
to the Atlanta case, since "Braves" is not
some blacks/Afro-Americans who don't
care to be named in racial terms at all, or
the use of "an entire race of people as a
mascot." "Redskins" and "Indians" are,
who still think of themselves as Negroes
and I have already stated that I think these
when they think of themselves in racial
labels should be trashed. "Braves" is obviterms). When we become indiscriminately
ously areference to"courage and nobility."
ensnared in the name game, as I fear we
' Chiefs," as in Kansas
have in the case of the
City, would be in the
Braves, we run the risk
same ballpark as
of substituting concern
"Why is this
" Braves" (i.e., a differfor labels for more subeat ballpark that
stantive concerns, e.g.,
debate taking
"Redskins" and "IndiWhy is this debate takplace now?
ans"). This is no mere
ing place now? Whose
Whose interests
semantic distinction I
interests are being served
make here, unless one is
in
this debate?
are being served
willing to argue that genFinally, my thanks to
in this debate?"
Maria Kolby for what
den occupation/ status
are the same thing as race.
was obviously a proThis is not my main
vocative column.
point, however. My main point does not
To The Trail more generally, while we are
deal with what Ms. Kolby says (since that
on the subject of names, why not think
is at least a little illogical in the case of the
about your continuing feature, drawn from
"Braves"), but with whatshe implies. What
the Tacoma phonebook, where you make
she implies (and others state openly) is that
fun of individuals who have names which
there are names which some groups (e.g.,
you think sound weird? It's just a thought.
whites) cannot or should not assign and/or
Sincerely,
use because these groups (i.e., whites) canTim Amen
not possibly understand the impact which
Assistant Professor
assignment and use of such names has on
other groups (i.e., Native Americans) so
Dear Professor Amen,
named. In other words, you can only name
Your point about our amusement over
yourself, and only you, the namer, can
people's names is well taken. From now on,
supply the meaning to the nouns/names so
it shall no longer be a part of my section.
selected.
Sincerely,
Both ofthese propositions are ridiculous.
Maria Kolby.
First, none of us names ourselves; mdiOpinions Editor
vidual names are always initially given to
us by others. We can, of course, rename
ourselves ifwe sochoose, andothers should
Keep our Logger
respect such changes. What then about
Dear Editor,
groups names? Let me offer a general rule
I am writing in response to the short
of thumb. No one individual or interest
editorial published in last week's Trail
group should be allowed to speak for a
concerning our mascot. I, too, am congroup as diverse as whites, Native Americerned with the mismanagement of
cans, or whomever when it comes to the
Washington'stimberresources, butl hardly
most appropriate names for such larger
agree with changing our mascot to the
groups. To do so is hubris. (Press reports
Lorax. Clear-cutting often leaves the land
put the number of anti-"Braves" demondesolate and scarred, and this type of forest
strators at the first World Series game in
managements should be strictly regulated
Minnesota at 200. The American Indian
so that out national forests retain their
population of Minnesota is 35,000.) Such
beauty,
but other types of logging exist.
hubris risks diverting attention from more
The
type
of logger the UPS mascot parimportant issues. On
trays
is
occupied
by spot-logging, an envithe second proposironmentally
conscious
way to gather timtion, it is, to put it
ber
that
leaves
most
of
a mountain intact.
politely, simply
The
men
and
women
who
log our forests
wrong-headed to asare
brave,
hard-working
individuals
who
sert that the meaning
daily
risk
life
an
limb
to
feed
their
families
of a name can or
Iflu
and satisfy a growing society with building
should only come
materials. Let's face it, until somebody
from the named.
invents a substitute, the need for timber
Names spring from
products
will continue indefinitely. If you
relationships, and it
are
concerned
about the environment do
is not unnatural that
something
that
really will make a
the parties in a relationship see and interdifference—become
a registered voter and
pret the relationship in different terms. It is
intitiate
forest
management
legislation.
not a given that a name used by a larger or
Unless
you
want
to
be
superficial
and abmore politically powerful group is autosurd,
it
is
ridiculous
to
change
our
mascot.
matically inappropriate or disparaging,
For
over
a
century
the
Logger
has
been a
Such can be the case, but it is not necessarsymbol
of
courage,
dedication
and
endurily so. (The "Braves" were originally loance
.
What
better
to
represents
a
sports
cated in Boston, before moving to Milwauteam?
kee and then Atlanta. Perhaps the original
Sincerely,
owners were commemorating the role which
Brian Matthew John, 199 l-'92 Logger
Native Americans played in the survival of
Mascot
Massachusetts' first white colonizers .... )

is obvi-

ouslv a re:lerence
to "courage
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A challenge to the mediocrity of core requirements
By Syd Van Atta and Ray Kahier
The Bipartisan Committee on Curriculum
Improvement
To profess that the current university distribution requirements constitute a "core"
is, as John Adams would say, as "gross a
fraud, as glaring an imposition on the credulity of the people, as was ever practiced by
monks, by Druids, by Brahmans, by priests
of the immortal Lama, or by the self-styled
philosophers of theFrench Revolution." The
current "core" is nothing more than an entirely incoherent mass of disthbution requirements, under the guise of a liberal arts
core. The only apparent purposes behind the
current "core" are to satiate the voracious
parochial appetites of the various academic
departments and to serve as public relations
propaganda to allay the fears of parents. In
the meantime, the intellectual growth of
Puget Sound students is being recklessly
sacrificed.
Either the university should discontinue
its fraudulent, euphemistic portrayal of distribution requirements as a core, or it should
implement a true core curriculum. The original intent of the framers of the 1976 core has
been lost amongst the proliferation of "core"
classes that are neither intellectually challenging nor relevant to the "core area" that
they profess to represent. In short, the current"core" is unfocussed and promotes fragmented learning. Students are left without a
clear understanding of the purpose of the
core and are left wondering how they can
relate their core classes to the general curriculum.
We would propose that something similar
to the Honors Program's core be implemented for the general student body. The
very fact that the Honors Program designed
its own core suggests that the university core
is deficient. The faculty provided a de facto

focus exclusively on one branch of science,
acknowledgement of the inferiority of the
this course would deal substantively, aluniversity "core" by approving a Science
though not myopically, with each of the
in Context core, which would be almost
primary
sciences. Such a course would inthe same as the Honors natural world core.
troduce students to the fundamentals of
In short, the Honors core covers several
physics, chemistry, and biology, demon
academic disciplines and does so in a way
strating the relationships between the scithat forces students to relate information
ences as well as teaching their essential
from the different fields of study. A true
principles. Geology, astronomy, and other
core, such as that of the Honors Program,
secondary sciences could also be incorpowould ensure that all students receive a
rated, especially as examples of the intesubstantive and coherent intellectual foungrated application if the
dation on which they
primary sciences.
can draw to integrate
Many people who ardifferent academic
L
gue for more science
disciplines and rearequirementsassertthat
son critically.
C(JII%dL %.iII L.
"the modem world is a
Lamentably, the
creature of science and
renovation of the
technology; students
1976 core that the
cannot
function prop
faculty considered
erly
in
the modern
last year perpetuates
world
without
knowland even extends its
edge
of
science."
If this
gross intellectual
is
the
rationale
for
science
requirements,
poverty. Fortunately, the faculty had the
then, as we propose, all primary sciences
perspicacity to defeat the American Culshould be taught in a comprehensive and
tures proposal, the 10-unit division pro
integrated manner.
posal, and the Fine Arts core modification,
2) The third science core that we propose
but on the whole, their actions were unis
a course on the history of science. This
worthy at best and irresponsible at worst.
class
would explore the social context in
The Science in Context core, while a
which
the sciences developed. Students
welcome improvementon the natural world
would
appreciate
the relationships between
requirements, fails to address the broader
science and economic, political, and reliproblem with science instruction. The very
gious values. Rather than believe that scifact that a Science in Context core seems
ence occurs in a vacuum, students would
necessary implies that science classes are
learn that science occurs within and is a part
being taught out of context; indeed, the
of a social and political environment.
current natural world classes unabashedly
A natural world core like the one decater to science majors, to the detriment of
scribed above would provide students with
non-science majors. We suggest a 3 unit
a solid scientific foundation that they could
natural world requirement, to include the
use to understand and appreciate modern
following:
developments in science and the social im1) a general science course consisting of
plications of those developments.
two consecutive semesters. Rather than

the Jn iversity
lacks a
curriculum with intellectual integrity."

Perhapseven moreheinous than the state
of scientific instruction in the core is the
new political economy core. First, the proposed goals for the political economy core
are toobroadand ambiguous tobe covered
in a single course with even a feigned
degree of intellectual integrity. Second,
the university does not yet have the requisite number of faculty to teach the course.
The idea that a professor from any department can take a series of seminars and
mystically become qualified to teach political economy is laughable and constitutes educational fraud. The fact is that the
university does not have an organized department capable of handling this course
in a responsible manner.
Further, the political economy core
should not be implemented in its nascent
stage. The university has not yet developed a political economy course with a
proven record of success. Improvisation is
perfectly acceptable in the jazz band, but it
cannot be accepted in the academic realm.
To improvise a political economy course
would be blatantly irresponsible and would
jeopardize the intellectual development of
students. Political economy as an area of
academic study is yet in its embryonic
stages; without any developed theoretical
basis, such a course would collapse into a
mire of speculation and confusion.
At this time, the university lacks a coherent curriculum with intellectual integrity.
Instead of a true core, we have a mass of
distribution requirements that constitutes
an intellectual sham and falls far short of
the objectives of liberal education. Like
Sidney Hook, we "feel a profound sadness
at the prospect of thousands of young men
and women missing out on a good thing
and accepting in its place something alto
ether inferior."

HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY
UNTIL 7 PM SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
CHARGE WITH
ASB CARD

MICROS & IMPORTS ON DRAFT!
$1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS,
750 7 OUNCE BOTTLES,
$2 PITCHERS ALL-NIGHT,
SCRATCH MARGARITAS $3.50 (Made
with Jose Cuervo)

-Darts, Pinball, Video Games, Pool & Big Screen TVsCOME WATCH THE COLLEGE AND PRO
GAMES THIS WEEKEND ON LIVE WITH QB-1
FOOTBALL. ALSO, BE SURE TO JOIN US EARLY
/
FOR BREAKFAST FEATURING OUR $3.95
/
STEAK & EGG SPECIAL. WE OPEN AT 9 AM. I
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/4~

/
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MONDAY NIGHT:
All ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6
p.m. with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for $3.95
from5to9.
TUESDAY NIGHT:
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Make Your Own Tacos &
Fajitas. Tequila shots are $1, wells are $1.75, margaritas are
$3.50 and Corona beers are $1.75.
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WENDESDAY NIGHT:
All-Around Sound Productions presents Laser Karaoe
from 8 pm midnite with prizes and contests.Come
in early for dinner specials. Get your vocals warm1
-

THURSDAY NIGHT:
Buffet from 6-8. $1 for ladies, $3 for guys,
$1.50 for kids.Dancing from 9 -2.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
College Nites Out! Come early for
dinner then dancing from 9-2.
Dinner specials start at 4 pm.
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS:
$3.95 steak and egg
specials for breakfast.
Patty Melts are $4.95
and Broiled Beef Dogs
are $1.50 both days.
Seahawk burgers
for $3.95 on Sun.
MON-FR I:
Open for
0
lunch at 11.
Daily
'/
//<'.
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OCTOBER 31

Halloween costume party
with door prizes including
$650 in cash and gift certificates
to be given away. The Miller
Patrol Girls & Elvira will be here!

ALSO FEATURING
BEST REMIXER IN
TOWN KEN THOMPSON
WITH THE HOTTEST LIGHTING
AND SOUND SYSTEM IN
THE SOUTH SOUND.

DANCING 9 pm -2 am
TUESDAY SATURDAY
-
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specials//
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SUNDAY NIGHT IS COMEDY NIGHT
FEATURING THE AREA'S BEST
COMEDIANS STARTING AT 8 PM
7102 27th St. West, Tacoma
565-9378

Hours:
Mon Fri 11am -2 am
Sat-Sun 9 am 2 am
-

-

Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays
when all ages are weIcome.

